Guess who was taken to additional security check at the airport?

- Adam → 22
- Jitka → 06
- Tomáš → 24
- Vojta → 07

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many seas does the Czech Republic have?

- 0 → 15
- 1 → 05
- 2 → 11
- 3 → 20

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
Which word is not in Czech language?

- barevnost → 14
- dělenec → 18
- sčítání → 09
- függvény → 01

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
Which European city is the closest to Prague?

- Barcelona → 05
- Istanbul → 17
- Moscow → 12
- Paris → 24

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
Which types of containers for waste separation are usually used in the Czech Republic?

- Waste only → 04
- Waste, Single Stream → 12
- Waste, Paper, Plastic, Glass → 09

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
Who is the most famous Czech ruler?

- Karel IV → 10
- Sámo → 15
- Václav II → 25
- Zeman → 13

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many neighbor countries does the Czech Republic have?

- 1 → 03
- 2 → 15
- 3 → 25
- 4 → 16

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
What is not named by Czech ruler Charles IV?

- Bridge → 05
- Castle → 17
- River → 09
- Spa → 12

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
What is the main religion in the Czech Republic?

- Catholicism → 14
- Jedi → 11
- Orthodox → 04
- No religion → 21

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many political parties are there in the Czech parliament?

- 1 → 13
- 2 → 07
- 7 → 26
- 23 → 15

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
What is **not** named by Czech ruler Charles IV?

- Bridge → 05
- Castle → 17
- River → 09
- Spa → 12

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
What is the annual average income in Czech?

- $5,000 → 04
- $12,000 → 14
- $30,000 → 17
- $50,000 → 08

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many days does it take to obtain visa to Germany?

- 0 → 16
- 1 → 07
- 5 → 01
- 14 → 15

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many SIM cards are there in the Czech Republic?

- 1 mil $\rightarrow$ 04
- 2 mil $\rightarrow$ 18
- 5 mil $\rightarrow$ 24
- 14 mil $\rightarrow$ 21

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
How much does a beer cost in an average Czech pub?

- $0.5 → 25
- $1.5 → 16
- $5 → 21
- $10 → 22

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many people live in the Czech Republic?

- 1 mil \rightarrow 25
- 10 mil \rightarrow 19
- 20 mil \rightarrow 10
- 50 mil \rightarrow 01

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many people live in Prague?

- 1 mil → 24
- 5 mil → 05
- 10 mil → 04
- 20 mil → 12

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
What letter is in Czech alphabet?

- ch → 02
- ç → 12
- ř → 04
- ß → 17

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many miles has a Czech REU participant maximally covered during 24 hours on average?

- 8 → 16
- 18 → 10
- 30 → 26
- 42 → 23

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
What is not named by Czech ruler Charles IV?

- Bridge → 05
- Castle → 17
- River → 09
- Spa → 12

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
Czech REU participants can be split into two groups. Those who have never drunk more than 2 drinks a day (beer, wine, shots) and those who have drunk more than 10 drinks. Guess who is in which group.

- **Under**: Adam, Jitka, Martin  
  **Over**: Jan, Peter, Tomáš T., Tomáš M. \( \rightarrow \) 15

- **Under**: Jitka  
  **Over**: Adam, Martin, Jan, Peter, Tomáš T., Tomáš M. \( \rightarrow \) 22

- **Under**: Jitka, Martin, Peter, Tomáš T.  
  **Over**: Adam, Jan, Tomáš M. \( \rightarrow \) 02

- **Under**: Nobody  
  **Over**: Adam, Jan, Jitka, Martin, Peter, Tomáš T., Tomáš M. \( \rightarrow \) 14

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many nights did a Czech REU participant sleep outside in the past 365 days on average?

- 7  \rightarrow  03
- 14 \rightarrow 14
- 21 \rightarrow 01
- 28 \rightarrow 24

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation.
For more information call 929-250-3198.
If there is one amazing thing that has happened this year, it’s your victory. You know Czechs.

Go to the CoRE building to get the correct answers.

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many nations were in the Space before the first Czech astronaut?

- 1 → 18
- 2 → 25
- 13 → 09
- There has not been a Czech astronaut. → 12

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
What program was used to create the map of this game?

- Adobe Photoshop → 15
- \LaTeX → 06
- MS Paint → 02
- MS Word → 21

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.
How many cars are produced in the Czech Republic annually?

- 50,000 → 10
- 150,000 → 16
- 350,000 → 19
- 1,000,000 → 23

This paper is part of a social game and will be removed in the evening on June 12. Thanks for cooperation. For more information call 929-250-3198.